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How does RAYOVAC®
bring more power
to you?
Every year hundreds of millions

Each tiny battery undergoes over 250

of RAYOVAC® hearing aid batteries

quality checks and extreme temperature

are shipped globally to around

and humidity testing before it leaves

90 countries.

the plant.
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But what goes into powering the longest
lasting hearing aid batteries* from a world
leading manufacturer**?
We take you behind-the-scenes to meet
some of the people and preview the
processes behind the products which
power millions of hearing aid wearers
around the world.
Join us on the journey
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Where do our
hearing aid batteries
come from?
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RAYOVAC® is the only hearing aid battery manufacturer in the world to have
two dedicated plants – in Washington, UK and Portage, Wisconsin, USA.
Here we are in Washington, with Plant Manager, Julie Heads:
“Hello and welcome to our UK plant in Washington, Tyne and
Wear. This is where our hearing aid batteries are manufactured,
quality checked, packed and shipped across the world.
We’re going to introduce you to some of our friendly team and
give you a glimpse of the journey our hearing aid batteries take –
from pre-production to powering hearing aids around the world.”

Did you know?
The zinc air hearing aid battery market started over 35 years ago and RAYOVAC® were one
of the original manufacturers! We are now the longest standing manufacturer of hearing aid
batteries in the sector.
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Before the manufacturing process starts, there’s a whole lot of work going
on behind-the-scenes by our planning and procurement teams.
Planner Katie Mehers, gives a glimpse into
her work:
“Every day, I’m busy working with suppliers to
ensure all components and raw materials are
available at the right time and in the correct
quantities, to keep production running smoothly
24/7. That includes the metal in the batteries right
through to the shipping boxes.
“My job is fast paced and exciting. There’s lots
that goes into our supply chain planning to bring
everything together – planning, forecasting sales
and coordinating deliveries from different suppliers
around the world so that we have everything we
need at any given time.”

Did you know?
RAYOVAC® opened the doors to its Washington, UK plant in 1983 and now employs more than
300 employees at the site.
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The production
process

This is where everything comes together, using our world class
manufacturing techniques!
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From stamping the metal parts, to assembling the batteries, sealing and
closing the cells, cleaning, quality checks and testing, this busy manufacturing
process has to operate in sync and be timed to perfection.
Andy Murphy is Plant Operations Manager
at RAYOVAC®:
“The scale of our operation here at RAYOVAC®
is huge. We have a long history of innovation,
technology and skills that enables us to manufacture
our high quality, long lasting hearing aid batteries,
which support people around the world.
“Every month, millions of batteries are assembled
and packed, ready to be shipped. Working together
as a team, we run a tight ship to meet incredibly
high standards and drive efficiency.
“Safe working practices are critical to keep
our production lines operating. Alongside our
stringent safety measures at the plant, we have put
additional safeguarding protocols in place during
COVID-19, including social distancing, clear working
spaces, a one-way system, face masks, screens and
increased hygiene measures.”
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Now with

Air Optimisation

PLUS

™

Active Core Plus™ with Air Optimisation features:
New Air Optimisation System
As zinc batteries use oxygen to activate, this new
durable design uses air more efficiently to deliver
consistent performance in all weather conditions.
Balanced Formula
We’ve optimised the ingredients we put inside
the cell, so hearing aid users get more life out of
every battery.
Engineered For Excellence
Our new harder-working battery delivers even
longer-lasting power offering the reliability that
people need with the latest hearing devices.
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Now with

Air Optimisation

PLUS

™

Did you know?
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In 2020, we launched our latest innovation to meet the
demands of modern day hearing devices. Active Core Plus™
technology, with Air Optimisation, expertly controls the
airflow to deliver new levels of reliability and performance.
Backed by continual investment into research and
development, our size 312 batteries are 10% longer
lasting*** and the new technology is our best yet. Quality
controlled - over 250 quality checks, in-device testing, 4
year shelf life, and an active member of ANSI and IEC, the
committees influencing Testing Standards.
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Production Supervisor, Gary Cowper, works in the
packing department:
“A typical shift involves packing our batteries, fresh
from the production process, into various branded
packagings and different pack sizes. It’s a wellorganised operation and we have a robust system
in place to accommodate the different packaging
formats, switching the machinery as needed. I am
involved in the quality checking of the products
before they go out for shipping.
“My job is busy, varied and there is always something
new to work on, as well as exciting innovations. I’m
proud to work for RAYOVAC® and be part of the
Energizer family, alongside a great team.”

f Energizer Brands and related subsidiaries.
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Shipping and
distribution

When our hearing aid batteries have been checked, packed and are ready
to leave the plant, the distribution process begins, and our batteries are
shipped to our customers around the world.
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Ian MacCoy, is the Warehouse and Distribution
Manager:
“We are responsible for coordinating the careful
shipping of our products to over 100 countries
around the world – as far away as Australia! We
ensure that they arrive on time and in excellent
condition, thanks to our dedicated team work
and fantastic packaging solutions.
“We have a wide range of customers, including
audiologists, distributors, healthcare services and
governments. When our products arrive with the
customer, they are proudly placed on their shelves
and used by medical professionals to empower
people living with hearing loss.”

f Energizer Brands and related subsidiaries.
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What happens
next?

The final stage of the journey is the consumer purchasing and ultimately
using their hearing aid battery.
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Our batteries come in the four industry-standard sizes – 10, 13, 312 and 675 – and the size of battery
depends on the hearing aid device. Once the tab is removed, it takes around one minute for the
battery to ‘air up’, taking in the oxygen it needs to achieve full power. It is then placed into the
hearing aid, ready to deliver excellent performance in any situation.
A goodbye message from Julie:
“We hope you enjoyed our behind-the-scenes tour, which
shows just how much goes into making every single hearing
aid battery. It is a fantastic feeling to know that when the
battery makes it into the hearing aid, it is the result of all that
hard work coming together to deliver a more reliable, longlasting and consistent performance.
“It’s our pleasure to bring more power to people around the
world every day and help those living with hearing loss, enjoy
more of the moments that matter.”

Did you know?
Rayovac batteries are available from your dedicated audiologist as well as pharmacies,
optical stores, supermarkets and online.
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To find out more visit
www.rayovac.eu/WorldHearingDay
*Based on ANSI/IEC performance tests for sizes 10, 13, 312 (excludes size 675).
**Based on internal company estimates of worldwide market share.
***vs. previous RAYOVAC® size 312 design, based on ANSI/IEC average.
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